Complete studies of the radiative processes of thermal emission from the amorphous dust from microwave through far infrared wavebands are presented by taking into account, selfconsistently for the first time, the standard two-level systems (TLS) model of amorphous materials. The observed spectral energy distributions (SEDs) for the Perseus molecular cloud (MC) and W43 from microwave through far infrared are fitted with the SEDs calculated with the TLS model of amorphous silicate. We have found that the model SEDs well reproduce the observed properties of the anomalous microwave emission (AME). The present result suggests an alternative interpretation for the AME being carried by the resonance emission of the TLS of amorphous materials without introducing new species. Simultaneous fitting of the intensity and polarization SEDs for the Perseus MC and W43 are also performed. The amor-1 phous model reproduces the overall observed feature of the intensity and polarization SEDs of the Perseus MC and W43. However, the model's predicted polarization fraction of the AME is slightly higher than the QUIJOTE upper limits in several frequency bands. A possible improvement of our model to resolve this problem is proposed. Our model predicts that interstellar dust is amorphous materials having very different physical characteristics compared with terrestrial amorphous materials.
observations in HII regions) is still under debate. The spatial correlation between AME and Galactic interstellar dust strongly indicates that AME originates from a kind of dust (Davies et al. 2006) . The most popular model of the origin of AME is electric dipole emission radiated by charged rotating dust with a frequency of several tens of GHz, as proposed by Draine & Lazarian (1998) ; this is referred to as the spinning dust model. A carrier of the spinning dust is supposed to be very small grains producing rotation at ultra high frequencies. The fact of the lack of AME in cold dense cores supports the spinning dust origin of AME since the lack of the small grains is expected in dense clouds (Tibbs et al. 2016) . Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) has been proposed as one of the plausible candidates for spinning dust (Draine & Lazarian 1998) . However, no observational correlation between amount of PAH and the intensity of AME, as reported by Hensley, Draine, & Meisner (2016) , contradicts the PAH possibility. A new species of very small dust grains named nanosilicates has been introduced as another possible carrier of the spinning dust (Hoang et al. 2016; . The problem with this possibility is that up to now, apart from AME, no signature to confirm the existence of the nanosilicate has been observed. The nanosilicate is only observable as AME.
Therefore, it is hard to check whether the carrier of the spinning dust is such a new family of dust grains or not. Magnetic dust emission has been proposed as another candidate for the AME mechanism (Draine & Lazarian 1999) . The spins of electrons inside a magnetic dust grain align spontaneously to settle down to the minimum energy state. Alignment is disturbed by thermal fluctuation. Owing to the magnetic relaxation, the disturbed state tries to return to the original minimum energy state. In course of this transition, microwave radiation is emitted. This emission could be the origin of AME if the interstellar dust is magnetic (Draine & Hensley 2013) . The magnetic dust emission model predicts a positive correlation between the temperature and intensity of AME. However, Hensley, Draine, & Meisner (2016) found a negative correlation between the AME temperature and intensity that contradicts the predictions of the magnetic dust emission model. A comprehensive review on the state of research of AME is given by Dickinson et al. (2018) .
Crucial clue to distinguishing the emission mechanisms of AME is offered by polarization observations. showed that the quantum effect suppresses the thermalization of the grain rotational kinetic energy of the spinning dust. As a result, the alignment of grains is suppressed and the spinning dust model predicts a very low degree of polarization. In the magnetic dust emission model, the high degree of AME polarization is expected since the main carrier of magnetic dust emission is large grains which are aligned by the interstellar magnetic field. Although the progress of AME polarization observations have 3 been made by several projects (e.g. WMAP and QUIJOTE), there has as yet been no definite report of the detection of AME polarization (Génova-Santos et al. 2015 , 2017 . The detection of polarization from AME has been reported for W43, but whether the reported polarization is a residual of the synchrotron emission of Galactic interstellar matters around W43 is still being debated. Current observational upper limits somehow rule out the magnetic dust hypothesis, which typically predicts a higher polarization fraction.
Almost all types of interstellar dust are supposed to be made of amorphous materials.
For example, the broad emission line observed ubiquitously in interstellar space at 9.7 µm is considered to be a signature that one of the main components of interstellar dust is an amorphous silicate (Kraetschmer & Huffman 1979; . Moreover, laboratory simulations of cosmic dust analogues suggest that various forms of amorphous carbon grains are more favorable than graphite grains (Colangeli et al. 1995; Zubko et al. 1996) . The observed spectrum of interstellar dust emission in submillimeter wavebands obtained by the Planck satellite is flatter than the spectrum expected from crystal dust (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014 ). This is further evidence indicating that interstellar dust is composed of amorphous dust. According to recent laboratory measurements of the emissivity of amorphous material, the emissivity of the amorphous material has complex frequency dependences that cannot be approximated by a single power law at longer than far infrared wavelengths (e.g., Coupeaud et al. 2011) . Physical diagnostics of the amorphous material appear in heat capacity and heat conductivity at very low temperature. Zeller & Pohl (1971) found that the heat capacity of the amorphous material below 1 K shows significant deviation from the Debye model and depends linearly on temperature instead of the cube of the temperature. They also found that heat conductivity below 1 K is in excess of that expected for crystals and depends on the square of the temperature. It has also been shown that these characteristics appear universally in any amorphous material. This universality indicates that above-mentioned diagnostics observed in amorphous materials are governed by universal physics. Anderson, Halperin, & Varma (1972) and Phillips (1972) independently proposed that heat absorption and heat transport by twolevel systems from amorphous materials predominate over lattice oscillation below 1 K. This model is referred to as the TLS model. The degree of freedom concerning heat absorption becomes one when absorption by the TLS becomes dominant below 1 K. That is why the temperature dependence of the heat capacity switches from cubic to linear. The temperature dependence of the heat conductivity below 1 K is also successfully explained by the TLS model. Agladze et al. (1994) showed that the temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient in far-infrared wavebands measured for amorphous powder are well described by the TLS model 4 in laboratory experiments. They were the first to propose that the TLS may contribute to the observed features of interstellar dust. Meny et al. (2007) performed theoretical calculations of the frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient based on the TLS model. Paradis et al. (2011) compared their models with the observed spectra of diffuse interstellar dust from far infrared through submillimeter wavebands. They showed that the TLS model succeeds in reproducing the observed features, including the inverse correlation of the spectral index with dust temperature. Jones (2009) proposed the idea that the AME might originate from the resonance emission due to radiative transition between the TLS of amorphous dust. The fact that the effect of the TLS appears below 1 K, indicates that the energy splitting between the TLS is about 10 −4 eV, which just coincides with the observed frequency of the AME. Therefore, the resonance emission from amorphous dust is an attractive possibility for the origin of AME. The negative correlation between the AME temperature and intensity is naturally explained by the amorphous model since the intensity of the resonance emission decreases as the dust temperature increases (Meny et al. 2007 ). They assumed that the peak value of the absorption cross-section of the resonance process of the TLS is the geometric cross-section. It is well known, however, that the absorption cross-section of a small particle at microwave wavelengths is much smaller than the geometric cross-section (e.g., Draine & Lee 1984) . It is likely that their model overestimates the TLS contribution. It is also still unclear what kind of physical characteristics of the amorphous dust can be extracted from the observation of AME. Because of the potential possibility of the amorphous origin of AME, studies of the thermal emission of amorphous dust relying on microscopic physical processes based on the TLS model are required.
In this paper, the intensity and polarization spectral energy distributions (SEDs) modeling from far infrared through microwave wavelengths were conducted based on the TLS model of amorphous dust. By comparing the model with observations, we studied whether the amorphous dust model is able to explain the diagnostics of the entire frequency range spectrum; e.g., the emission peak in the far infrared, the spectral index in submillimeter wavebands, the bump in the emission of the AME, and the low polarization fraction of the AME. We showed what kind of physical characteristics are required for the amorphous dust in order to explain the observations. We adopted two archetypical AME objects, the Perseus molecular cloud (MC) and W43 for our comparison with the observations. Both objects have intensive data on the intensity and polarization spectrum over a wide number of frequency bands.
In section 2, fundamental quantities of amorphous materials to describe their optical properties are summarized. Details of the basics of the standard TLS model are introduced 5 in appendix 1. In section 3, we show how the SEDs of the thermal emission from amorphous silicate dust respond to the physical parameters of the TLS model and compare model SEDs with observational data. Then we move on to the polarized emission in section 4. In section 5, we examine the properties of the amorphous silicate dust. Limitation of the present model and possible improvements are discussed in section 6. Our conclusions and a summary are presented in section 7.
Summary of fundamental quantities of amorphous materials to describe their optical properties
Optical properties of an amorphous material are determined by its electric susceptibility (see the details in sections 3 and 4). In this section, we summarize how the electric susceptibilities due to the TLS and disordered charged distribution (DCD) are related to the micro physics of each process, respectively. The details of the standard TLS model are described in appendix 1. The basic equations of the TLS model and the DCD model can apply to both amorphous silicate material and amorphous carbon material since the physical mechanism behind each model does not depend on the material composition. The differences between the amorphous silicate material and the amorphous carbon material appear in the differences of values of physical variables.
TLS model
The basic idea of the TLS model is that some of the atoms composing an amorphous material have two stable positions due to deformation of crystal structures. The mechanical potential of the atom is described by the double-well potential illustrated in figure 1. The x coordinate marks the position of the atom. This potential is generally described by a quartic function of x, which is called the soft-potential model (Karpov et al. 1982) . In this paper, in order to describe how the TLS modifies the spectrum of the thermal emission from dust and determine whether AME can be explained by introducing the TLS model, we adopted the same approximation made by Anderson, Halperin, & Varma (1972) and Phillips (1972) , who first proposed the TLS model to describe the physical characteristics of the amorphous materials appearing at very low temperature. They expanded the ground state and the first excited state of the Schrödinger equation of the atom confined in the double-well potential V by the two ground states when the atom is confined in each harmonic potential V 1 and V 2 individually (see figure 1). We refer to this model as the standard TLS model. Fig. 1 : A double-well potential, shown by the black solid curve, in which an atom is trapped. The gray dashed curves denote harmonic potentials V 1 and V 2 .
As described in appendix 1, there are three independent processes, that is the resonance transition, the tunneling relaxation and the hopping relaxation, which contribute to the electric susceptibilities of the TLS. The complex susceptibilities for the resonance transition χ res 0 , the tunneling relaxation χ tun 0 and the hopping relaxation χ hop 0 are obtained as χ res 0 = −i difference between the two states located at each minimum of the double-well potential (see figure 1); ∆ 0 is the parameter that characterizes the degree of the cross correlation between the states located in two minima; f (∆ 0 , ∆)d∆ 0 d∆ provides the number density of the atoms trapped in the TLS from ∆ 0 to ∆ 0 +d∆ 0 and from ∆ to ∆+d∆; d 0 is the electric dipole moment for the state located at the minimum of the potential V 2 ; E (≡ (∆ 2 + ∆ 2 0 ) 1/2 ) is the energy splitting of the TLS; τ + is phase relaxation time; τ tun is tunneling relaxation time; τ hop is hopping relaxation time; ω 0 is defined as E/h; ω is angular frequency of the electromagnetic wave that stimulates the resonance transition, the tunneling relaxation and the hopping relaxation; V 0 is the height of the potential barrier; g(V 0 ) is probability density function. Upper and lower cutoff of ∆ 0 , ∆ max 0 and ∆ min 0 , are introduced to avoid divergence of the probability distribution function. The typical values of physical variables of amorphous silicate material are given in table 1.
Disordered charged distribution model
Electric polarization due to the acoustic vibration propagating through the solid also makes a significant contribution to the absorption coefficient of the amorphous material. To describe the irregular distribution of the lattice in the amorphous material, Schlömann (1964) introduced the DCD model. The electric susceptibility derived from the DCD model, χ DCD 0 , is given as
where l c is the correlation length of propagation of lattice vibration, ω D is the Debye frequency, γ is the damping factor, and C is the correction factor. The correction factor C is introduced for the imaginary part of the dielectric susceptibility at 300 µm predicted by DCD model so as to coincide with the imaginary part of the dielectric susceptibility at the same frequency proposed by Draine & Lee (1984) . The uncertainty of the adopted parameters listed in table 1 are absorbed by introducing the correction factor. A crystalline material with a regular distribution is realized in the infinite correlation length limit, i.e., kl c ≫ 1. In this limit, the DCD model reduces to the Lorentz model. In the limit of small γ, the following analytical formulae of χ DCD 0 are obtained:
Im
where ω c ≡ c t /l c . Although Im(χ DCD 0 ) becomes zero when ω > ω D , it does not affect our analysis since we are interested in the low frequency range.
3 Thermal emission from amorphous silicate dust
Absorption cross section
The absorption cross section of an amorphous dust is obtained by summing up contributions from the TLS and the DCD. The electric susceptibility of the amorphous dust is written as
where f TLS is the fraction of atoms trapped in the TLS.
The absorption cross section is derived under the dipole approximation since the radius of the dust grain is much smaller than the wavelength, λ, of electromagnetic waves. In this section, the dust shape is assumed to be spherical. The absorption cross section of the spherical amorphous dust, C abs ν , is given by the optical theorem as (c.f. Schlömann 1964; Bohren & Huffman 1983; Meny et al. 2007) ,
where V is the volume of an amorphous dust. An intensity emission spectrum of the thermal emission of amorphous dust is deduced in this subsection. In this paper, we take into account only an amorphous silicate dust and do not consider the contribution of carbonaceous dust such as PAHs, graphite, and amorphous carbon (expected effects of including amorphous carbon dust are discussed in section 6). The general formula for the spectrum of thermal emission from dust grains is given by
where N dust is the column density of the dust grains in the line of sight, and dn/da provides the size distribution of the dust grains and is normalized to be 1 by integrating over the dust size a. The size distribution function proposed by Draine & Li (2007) is adopted. In this study, we neglect the effect of the time variation in the temperature of small dust grain to the SED of the thermal emission of amorphous silicate dust. We assume that all dust grains stay at the same temperature. Figure 2 shows the parameter dependence of thermal emission SEDs from amorphous silicate dust. The results show that the bump emission appears at around several tens of GHz. These are caused by the resonance transition of the TLS. Figure 2a shows that the peak frequency of the bump emission is shifted toward higher frequency as the upper limit of the energy difference between the TLS, ∆ max 0 , increases while R ∆ (≡ ∆ min 0 /∆ max 0 ) is fixed. Figure   2b shows that the bump feature of the resonance emission becomes broader as R ∆ gets smaller, although the response is not prominent. Figure 2c shows that the bump emission due to the resonance process relative to the far-infrared peak becomes higher when the temperature of the dust grain lowers. This is attributed to the fact that, the electric dipole moment caused by the resonance transition rate increases with decreasing temperature because the fraction of atoms in the ground state increases with decreasing temperature (see appendix 1 equation (A46)). Figure 2d shows that the width of the bump emission sensitively responds to the relaxation time scale of the resonance process, τ + . Figures 2a and 2d show that the bump emission becomes prominent when 1/τ + becomes comparable to, or greater than, ∆ max 0 /h. Figure 2e shows that the peak intensity of the bump emission caused by the resonance process is about two orders of magnitude lower than the peak intensity in the far infrared, even when all the atoms are trapped in the TLS. The relative intensity of the bump emission decreases almost linearly with f TLS .
To clarify how the frequency dependence of the thermal emission of amorphous silicate dust is defined, figure 3 shows SEDs for each process. The frequency dependence of the (a) ∆ max 0 10 9 10 10 10 11 10 12 frequency [Hz] 10 −10 10 −8 10 −6 10 −4 10 −2 10 0 normarized flux density absorption coefficient of the resonance process and the relaxation processes in submillimeter wavebands are described by C res ν ∝ ν 2 and C rel ν ∝ ν, respectively. The frequency dependence of the resonance process in the long wavelength limit is the same as for crystal. As the wavelength increases starting from the far infrared, the contributions from tunneling and hopping relaxation become more significant. As a result, the slope of the absorption coefficient of the amorphous material becomes flatter than that of crystal in the submillimeter wavelength range.
Comparison with observed spectra

Intensity SED data and modeling
Our model SEDs are fitted to the observed spectra from millimeter through far infrared for two MCs, Perseus and W43, for which prominent AME is detected. The observed data for the Perseus MC and W43 are taken from table 2 in Génova-Santos et al. (2015) and table 3 in Génova-Santos et al. (2017) , respectively. Although the temperature fluctuation of the CMB is subtracted from the spectrum of W43, it is not taken into account in the spectrum of the Perseus MC. Therefore, the SED fit with and without the CMB contribution are performed for the Perseus MC. Planck data at 100 and 217 GHz may still be contaminated by CO residuals (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011) . To take this possibility into account, data points at 100 and 217 GHz are not included in the fit for the Perseus MC with a CMB contribution. These frequency bands are included in the fit for other cases. The observed spectra of these MCs are shown in figure 4. The contributions of synchrotron emission, free-free emission and dust thermal emission from the Galactic interstellar medium along the line of sight were removed by subtracting the median value of the intensity surrounding each MC. As for the SED of the free-free emission originating from each MC, the formulae adopted by Planck Collaboration et al. (2011) are applied in this paper; that is,
where EM is the emission measure. The electron temperature of each MC is fixed at T e = 8000 K for the Perseus MC (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011) and T e = 6038 K for W43 (Alves et al. 2012) . Therefore, free parameters to fit the observed SEDs are EM which characterizes the fraction of the free-free contribution, dust temperature T , dust column density N dust , the fraction of the atoms trapped in the TLS f TLS , the upper and lower bounds of ∆ 0 (that is, ∆ max 0 and ∆ min 0 ), and the relaxation time scale τ + . In the case of the Perseus MC, the amplitude of the temperature fluctuation of the CMB ∆T CMB is also an additional fit parameter. The SED of the CMB temperature fluctuation is given as,
where T CMB = 2.725 K (Mather et al. 1999 ) is the CMB temperature.
Fit results
We searched the parameters that minimize the chi squared by a brute force. The best-fitting model SEDs based on our amorphous model are overlaid on the observed spectra in figure   4 . As shown in table 2, the best CMB temperature fluctuation takes a negative value. The absolute value of the best-fit CMB contribution is shown by dashed-dotted line in figure 4a .
The best-fit parameters are summarized in the observed intensities in the frequency range from 100 GHz through 500 GHz.
Polarized emission
The observations of polarization emission is one of the crucial keys to discriminating among the models of the origin of AME. Dust thermal emission is supposed to be polarized because the shapes of the dust grains are non-spherical and align with the magnetic field. Hereafter, dust shape is represented by an ellipsoid for simplicity. In this section, the theoretical model of polarized emission from amorphous silicate dust based on the standard TLS model is established and the model predictions are compared with the observed results obtained for the Perseus MC and W43.
Absorption and polarization cross section for ellipsoidal dust
The shape of an ellipsoid is characterized by the radii of three axes, a radius of semi-major axis a x , semi-middle axis a y and semi-minor axis a z , that is a x ≥ a y ≥ a z . We take the semi-major axis along the x-axis, the semi-middle axis along the y-axis, and the semi-minor axis along the The errors are at 1σ errors.
z-axis.
The absorption cross sections of an ellipsoidal particle for radiation linearly polarized along each axis are given by following equation:
where i = x, y, z and χ i 0 are the complex susceptibilities responding to an external electric field parallel to each axis. As shown in appendix 2, χ i 0 are given by,
where L i are geometric factors defined as (Bohren & Huffman 1983) ,
.
(19) Figure 5 shows the frequency dependences of C abs ν,x , C abs ν,y , and C abs ν,z for amorphous silicate dust. The adopted values of the geometrical factors are L x = 1/6, L y = 1/3, and L z = 1/2. In general, C abs ν,x takes the largest value and C abs ν,y takes the median value of the three. This can be understood by a change of sign of the term 4π(L i − 1/3)χ 0 appearing in the denominator of equation (18). For the semi-major axis, this term takes a negative sign. On the other hand, this term is zero for the semi-middle axis and is positive for the semi-minor axis. Therefore, the denominator of equation (18) takes the smallest value for the semi-major axis and the largest value for the semi-minor axis. The above-mentioned order of the amplitude of the absorption cross section is a consequence of this result. However, the order of the amplitude becomes reversed at around the resonance peak. This is evident in the middle panel of figure 5. 5 shows that the resonant peak frequency for the semi-middle axis coincides with that of the imaginary part of the electric susceptibility for the spherical particle. This is the expected result since L y = 1/3. The resonant peak for the semi-major axis appears at a slightly lower frequency than the peak frequency of the imaginary part of the electric susceptibility for the spherical particle. This reflects the fact that L x is smaller than 1/3. The resonant peak frequency of the absorption cross section for the semi-minor axis is shifted to a higher frequency since L z > 1/3. In order to model the polarization emission from amorphous silicate dust we make following simplifications. The semi-minor axis of each dust grain is perfectly aligned with the magnetic field, and the directions of the semi-major axis around the magnetic field are ran- direction of the semi-major axis around the magnetic field, as in :
where C abs ν,x , C abs ν,y and C abs ν,z are the shape-averaged absorption cross sections for the linearly polarized radiation in the direction of each axis as defined in appendix 3. But not around the resonance peak frequency, since C abs ν,x > C abs ν,y > C abs ν,z , C pol ν takes positive value. Therefore, the predicted direction of the polarization emission is perpendicular to the magnetic field.
The degree of polarization Π ν is obtained by taking the ratio of | C pol ν | to | C abs ν |. Figure 6 shows the frequency dependence of Π ν of the thermal emission from amorphous silicate dust. In the frequency range, except in the waveband around the resonance peak, Π ν is nearly constant. Since C pol ν takes a positive value, the direction of polarization is perpendicular to the magnetic field, as expected. Since the imaginary part of the susceptibility, χ ′′ 0 , is much smaller than the real part, χ ′ 0 , in these frequency ranges, the ensemble averages of the absorption and polarization cross sections are expressed as C abs
in the first-order of the imaginary part. Therefore, Π ν is independent of χ ′′ 0 and depends only on χ ′ 0 . Since the frequency dependence of χ ′ 0 is very small, Π ν of the high and low frequency ranges, except around the resonance peak, become almost constant against frequency change. In the high frequency range, the DCD contribution of χ ′ 0 is dominant. On the other hand, in the low frequency part, the contribution of the resonance process to χ ′ 0 is dominant. This results in the discrepancy of Π ν found in figure 6 between the high and low frequency region across the resonance peak.
At around the resonance peak, the degree of polarization shows a prominent behavior for some sets of parameters. Figures 6a and 6d show that the degree of polarization decreases abruptly and takes the local minima around the peak frequency of the resonance process when ∆ max 0 > h/τ + . This is because the amplitude of the polarization cross sections for all three axes of the ellipsoid get closer near the resonance peak, as shown in figure 5 . As a result, the polarization cross section defined by equation (21) C abs ν,x < C abs ν,y < C abs ν,z . As a result, C pol ν becomes negative. This means that the direction of the polarization changes and becomes parallel to the magnetic field near the resonance peak frequency. Figure 6c shows that the polarization degree takes a minimum value at the resonance (a) ∆ max 0 10 9 10 10 10 11 10 12 frequency [Hz] 10 −3 10 −2 10 −1 10 0 polarized fraction peak when the temperature of the dust is as low as 10 K. This is because the relative intensity of the resonance peak to far infrared emission increases when the dust temperature decreases, as shown in figure 2c.
Comparison with astronomical data
There is no definite report on the detection of the polarization from AME. The upper limits on . Therefore, we treat this point as the upper limit when the fit is performed. The errors are 1σ.
The central values of the data points where the upper limits are given are set to zero.
The intensity and polarization SEDs of ellipsoidal amorphous silicate dust are given by substituting equations (20) and (21) for equation (10). We include L min among the fit parameters. The free-free emission is assumed to be unpolarized.
Fit results
The observed SEDs of the intensity and polarization flux are fitted simultaneously. The bruteforce fitting method adopted in subsection 3.3.2 is used. The best-fit parameters are summarized in table 3. The model predictions of the polarized SED with these best-fit parameters are overlaid on the observed SED in figure 7.
It shows that our model is able to reproduce the overall features of both the intensity and polarization SEDs simultaneously. In the best-fit model for the Perseus MC, there is a valley in the frequency dependence of the polarization fraction, and the polarization fraction reaches its minimum value at 20 GHz. The polarization fraction increases abruptly toward lower frequencies and approaches the asymptotic value. The asymptotic polarization fraction is factor 5 larger than the polarization fraction in submillimeter wavebands. The model prediction is marginally consistent with the QUIJOTE 2σ upper limits but is slightly higher than the QUIJOTE upper limits in several frequency bands. In the best-fit model for W43, there is a dip in the polarization fraction defined by the ratio of equation (21) to equation (20) from 10 to 50 GHz. In this case, C pol ν changes sign from 13 to 30 GHz. Therefore, a 90 degree flip in the polarization direction in this frequency range is predicted. The polarization fraction below 10 GHz is factor ten larger than the polarization fraction in submillimeter wavebands. The 20 model prediction is marginally consistent with the QUIJOTE 2σ upper limits but is slightly higher than the QUIJOTE upper limits in several frequency bands.
Properties of the amorphous silicate dust
To reproduce the relative intensity of AME to the far infrared peak intensity, our model requires very different physical characteristics for amorphous silicate dust in comparison with amorphous silicate materials found in the laboratory. In the laboratory, the fraction of atoms trapped in the TLS is reckoned to be of the order of 10 −4 . This comes from reproducing the experimental fact that the diagnostics dominated by the TLS in the heat capacity only appears below 1 K (Phillips 1987) . On the other hand, for amorphous silicate dust, the required fraction of atoms trapped in the TLS is a few percent in order to reproduce the observed ratio of the AME peak intensity to the far infrared peak intensity with dust temperature of about 20 K. Figure 8 shows the frequency dependence of the absorption efficiency Q abs ν , which is the absorption cross section normalized by the geometrical cross section, of spherical amorphous silicate dust for various TLS fractions. It shows that the peak value of the absorption efficiency of the resonance process of the TLS with f TLS = 1 is factor 5 larger than the absorption efficiency at 2 THz where the far-infrared peak appears. As shown in equation (10), the thermal emission spectrum is the product of the absorption cross section and the Planck function B ν (T ). The ratio of the value of B 20GHz (20 K) at the peak frequency of AME to B 2THz (20 K) at the frequency of the far-infrared peak is about 0.0025. Therefore, f TLS ∼ 10 −2 is required to reproduce the observed ratio of the peak intensity of AME to the far-infrared peak intensity of 10 −4 . Figure 8 also shows that the peak value of the absorption cross section of the resonance process of the TLS is two orders of magnitude less than the geometrical cross section, even in the case where f TLS = 1.
It shows that this is two orders magnitude less than the absorption cross section adopted by Jones (2009) . Therefore, his predicted SED due to the resonance process of the TLS was two orders of magnitude overestimated.
The allowed ranges of ∆ 0 are narrowly limited to reproduce the bump structure in the SED. Because of these results, the temperature dependence of the heat capacity of amorphous silicate dust has peculiar characteristics, as shown in figure 9 . The heat capacity of the TLS with energy difference, E, is described by the Schottky heat capacity as follows:
Since the energy difference, E, has a distribution in the amorphous silicate dust, the heat capacity of the amorphous silicate dust, C TLS of the TLS to the heat capacity of the amorphous silicate dust is then calculated as
where τ is the relaxation time caused by the tunneling effect in equation (A51) and x ≡ E/∆ max 0 .
There are two distinctive diagnostics compared with amorphous silicate materials in the laboratory. The heat capacity has a bump at an extremely low temperature and is not proportional to the temperature. This is because the allowed ranges of ∆ 0 are narrowly restricted. Our model predicts that the amorphous silicate dust is composed of amorphous silicate materials, which have very distinctive characteristics compared with amorphous silicate materials found in the laboratory. Speck et al. (2011) proposed the possible forms of amorphous silicate dust in space.
If a few percent of atoms are trapped in the double-well potential caused by deformation of the crystal structure, our results are applicable to any forms of amorphous silicate dust. The classic 10 µm amorphous silicate feature observed in the interstellar medium (Knacke et al. 1969; Hackwell et al. 1970) is not affected by this.
Limitation of the present model and possible improvements
Although our amorphous models reproduce the observed intensity SEDs for the Perseus MC and W43, the fits were not satisfactory. Our models underestimate the observed intensities in the frequency range from 100 GHz through 500 GHz. The model prediction of the polarization fraction of AME is slightly higher than the QUIJOTE upper limits in several frequency bands.
The model prediction of the polarization fraction below 10 GHz is too high compared with that for submillimeter frequencies.
Possible improvements to our model for each unsatisfactory point will now be discussed.
The TLS model describes the very low temperature limit of the soft-potential model.
By fully taking into account the soft-potential model, the model SED above 100 GHz could be improved. The TLS describes the physical behavior of amorphous materials below 1 K.
There are still deviations in the heat capacity from the Debye model in amorphous materials above 1 K, and the deviation at temperatures above 1 K is different from that below 1 K. The plateau in the heat conductivity at T ∼ 1-100 K is also found in amorphous materials (Zeller & Pohl 1971) . These anomalous properties of amorphous materials cannot be explained by the standard TLS model alone. Karpov, Klinger, & Ignatiev (1982) proposed the soft-potential model as a model that surpasses the standard TLS model. The soft-potential model treats the double-well potential as the quartic function of the position of an atom. The standard TLS model is incorporated in the soft-potential model as its very low temperature limit. Since the typical temperature of interstellar dust is about 20 K, the physical processes beyond the standard TLS model may have a significant effect on the SED of the thermal emission from amorphous dust above 100 GHz.
One of the possibilities for reducing the model prediction of the polarization fraction in AME frequency bands is to replace the current DCD model by some other model that Fig. 10 : The polarization fraction as a function of the real part of the electric susceptibility (χ ′ 0 ) for various ratios of the imaginary part to the real part (χ ′′ 0 /χ ′ 0 ). The dotted, dashed, solid, and dashed-dotted curves correspond to χ ′′ 0 /χ ′ 0 = 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10, respectively. The lower cut-off of L x , L min , is set at 0.
provides a higher value of the real part of the electric susceptibility χ 0 than that of the current DCD model. Figure 10 shows how the polarization fraction depends on the real part of the electric susceptibility (χ ′ 0 ). The plots calculated for various ratios of the imaginary part to the real part of the electric susceptibility (χ ′′ 0 /χ ′ 0 ) are shown. The polarization fraction increases monotonically with increasing χ ′ 0 . As the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part decreases, the polarization fraction converges to the asymptotic value for each value of χ ′ 0 . This is because the polarization fraction depends only on the real part of the electric susceptibility when the imaginary part is much smaller than the real part, as shown in subsection 4.1. When the ratio is less than 0.1, the polarization fraction is proportional to χ ′ 0 below χ ′ 0 < 0.2. Therefore, by replacing the current DCD model by some other model that provides a higher value of χ ′ 0 , the ellipticity required to reproduce the observed polarization fraction in submillimeter wavebands is expected to be smaller than the current model; in other words, L min takes a value closer to 1/3. As the result, a reduction is expected in our model predictions of the polarization fraction due to the resonance process of the TLS. Figure 11 compares the frequency dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the electric susceptibility predicted by our DCD model with that of Draine & Lee (1984) model. The imaginary parts of both models are identical in submillimeter wavebands. Therefore, the intensity SEDs in submillimeter wavebands would not be changed by replacing our DCD model by the Draine & Lee (1984) model. The real part is an order of magnitude larger than the imaginary part in submillimeter wavebands in both models. This shows that the real part of the Draine & Lee (1984) model is an order of magnitude larger than that of our DCD model. Therefore, replacing the current DCD model by the Draine & Lee (1984) the polarization fraction with a small change in the model prediction of the intensity SED. A detailed quantitative study of this possibility is beyond the scope of the present paper and will be carried out in a forthcoming paper.
We have to mention that in the range of frequencies where AME is detected the interpretation of the nature of the polarization signals is quite complex. The total polarized emission could be increased or decreased because of a polarized synchrotron residual component. In addition to this, the band pass and the beam of the telescope could mitigate the total level of polarization of AME, particularly if this happens in the frequency range where the polarization of AME is expected to change sign.
Although we have neglected the contribution of the carbonaceous dust, it is known that amorphous carbon dust is closer to the realistic form of carbonaceous dust in the interstellar medium (Zubko et al. 1996) and almost half of the mass of interstellar dust is shared by carbonaceous dust (Hirashita & Yan 2009 ). Since the physical processes of the TLS are universal among the amorphous materials and independent from elemental compositions, intensity and polarization SEDs of thermal emission from amorphous dust derived in this paper are applicable to the amorphous carbon dust. However, the physical parameters which described the TLS of the amorphous carbon dust could be different from those of the amorphous silicate dust. In addition, free electrons might contribute to the electric susceptibility of the amorphous carbon dust. Further, amorphous carbon dust might have isotropic structure (Draine & Lee 1984) .
It results in the anisotropic dielectric function tensor. Since the main scope of this paper is providing the framework to evaluate the intensity and polarization SEDs of thermal emission from amorphous dust by self-consistently taking into account the TLS model and demonstrating that this model is promising, the studies of the effect of the amorphous carbon dust on SEDs 25 are beyond the scope of this paper and are shown in the forthcoming paper.
Although we assumed that all dust grains stayed at the same temperature, significant time variation of the temperature of the small dust grains are expected according to the stochasticity of the heating process (e.g. . In a significant fraction of time, small dust grains stay much lower temperature than that of the large dust grain which is defined by thermal equilibrium. As shown in figure 2c , the relative intensity of the emission from the resonance process to the contribution from the lattice vibration becomes higher as the dust temperature becomes lower. Therefore, quantitative studies of the stochastic heating and size distribution of the dust grains are important.
As shown in figure 4 , there are significant differences in the shapes of the spectra of the thermal emission from amorphous dust between the Perseus and W43 MCs. 2. Differences of cooling processes which solidify gas and form an amorphous dust in each MC may result in a variation of the bonding structure of the atoms in a dust and in a variation in amorphous nature of a dust particle. Amorphous materials are generated by rapid cooling from the liquid phase to the solid phase in laboratory. In interstellar space, the solidification may happen from the gas phase without passing through the liquid phase in an extremely low pressure environment. This could be one of the sources for which f TLS takes an extremely high value compared with terrestrial amorphous materials.
3. Since the shape of the AME spectrum depends sensitively on the shape of the spectrum of free-free emission in the microwave region, which depends sensitively on the temperature of the ionized gas, it is possible that component separation between the free-free emission and AME is not sufficient. If the magnitude or shape of the free-free emission SED changes, the best-fit values of these parameters also change easily.
The fact of the lack of AME in cold dense cores (Tibbs et al. 2016 ) could be explained by a kind of variation in the amorphous nature of the dust due to a difference in environment conditions.
Conclusions
Complete studies of the radiative processes of thermal emission from amorphous dust from the millimeter through far infrared wavebands were presented by, for the first time, self-consistently taking into account the standard TLS model. How the intensity and the polarization SEDs respond in physical parameters characterizing the standard TLS model was shown. The amorphous model could reproduce very well the observed SEDs from AME up to the far-infrared feature. In our models, AME is originated mainly from the resonance emission of the TLS of large grains. The amorphous model is able to explain AME without introducing new species.
Simultaneous fitting of the polarization and intensity SED for the Perseus MC and W43 were also performed. Since there is no definite detection of polarization emission from AME, the adopted polarization intensities in the AME frequency range were upper limits. The polarization intensities measured by Planck at 143, 217, and 353 GHz were also included. The amorphous model could reproduce the overall observed feature of the intensity and polarization SEDs of the Perseus MC and W43. However, the model prediction of the polarization fraction of AME was slightly higher than the QUIJOTE upper limits in several frequency bands. Possible improvements to our model to resolve this problem were proposed in the previous section. Our model predicts that amorphous silicate dust have very different physical characteristics compared with amorphous silicate materials found in the laboratory. We have shown that thermal emission from amorphous dust is an attractive alternative possibility as the origin of AME.
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Since each ϕ i is located at the bottom of V i , ϕ i |(V − V i )|ϕ i ≪ ǫ i , and the diagonal elements are approximated by ǫ i . Two variables, ∆ ≡ ǫ 2 − ǫ 1 and ∆ 0 ≡ 2 ϕ 1 |H|ϕ 2 = 2 ϕ 2 |H|ϕ 1 , are introduced to characterize the TLS. ∆ is the energy difference between the two states located at each minimum of the double-well potential and characterizes the degree of asymmetry of the potential. ∆ 0 is the parameter that characterizes the degree of the cross correlation between the states located in two minima and can be approximated by
wherehΩ is the order of ǫ 1 and ǫ 2 . Note that λ is used for the tunneling parameter in this section. By shifting the meaningless zero level of the energy eigenvalues, H is rewritten with these two parameters as
The energy eigenvalues E i are obtained by deducing the eigenvalues of the matrix H, written in equation (A8) as,
where E is the energy splitting of the TLS. By normalizing the states ψ 1 and ψ 2 as ψ 1 |ψ 1 = ψ 2 |ψ 2 = 1, the expansion coefficients are expressed by using a single parameter as c 11 = cos θ, c 12 = −sinθ, c 21 = sinθ, and c 22 = cosθ where cos2θ ≡ ∆/E, sin2θ ≡ ∆ 0 /E. Therefore, |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 are represented by
Suppose the two energy eigenstates set up a complete system. Then an arbitrary state of the TLS |ψ can be described by
where a 1 and a 2 are time-dependent complex numbers and satisfy the normalization condition (|a 1 | 2 + |a 2 | 2 = 1). Furthermore, the identity operator can be defined asσ I ≡ |ψ 1 ψ 1 | + |ψ 2 ψ 2 |.
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The following operators are useful for seeing the physical behavior of the TLS, such aŝ
In order to clarify the physical meanings of these operators, let them act on |ψ . We then
The expectations of each operator, u ± and w, can be calculated as,
Therefore,σ ± are something like ladder operators andσ w measures a difference of the probabilities of finding an atom in each state. The operatorσ + represents the excitation of the ground state ψ 1 to the excited state ψ 2 . The operatorσ − represents the downward transition from the excited state to the ground state.
The interaction Hamiltonian between the TLS and an electromagnetic field, H ′ , can be written,
where q is the charge of an atom trapped in the double-well potential, r is its position vector, and E local is the local electric field at the position of the atom. The magnetic effect is negligible since the velocity of the atom is much smaller than the speed of light. Evolution of the atomic state ψ caused by the perturbation is described by the following Schrödinger equation,
The electric dipole moment arising from the TLS, d TLS , is given by,
to ∆ 0 + d∆ 0 and from ∆ to ∆ + d∆, and P 0 is the constant providing the number density of atoms trapped in the TLS, n TLS , which is deduced by integrating the distribution function over d∆ 0 and d∆ as, ) 2 = ∆ 2 max + (∆ min 0 ) 2 (see equation (A11)). We treat ∆ max as a dependent variable of ∆ min 0 . For simplicity, we set ∆ min to zero. The expectations u ± represent the transition between the TLS due to absorption and emission of the electromagnetic wave. These processes refer to the resonance transition. We derive the electric susceptibility due to the resonance transition. The electric dipole moment caused by the resonance transition, d res , stimulated by an electromagnetic wave of angular frequency ω can be written as
The electric polarization P res is calculated by averaging the electric dipole moment over the solid:
where V is the volume of an amorphous material. In generally, the electric polarization P of an isotropic and spherical particle is related to the external electric field E ext ,
where χ 0 is the electric susceptibility for the response to an external electric field 2 . In spherical dielectric material, a local electric field equals an externally applied field (see appendix 2). Thus, χ res 0 is given by,
By assuming that the directions of d 0 relative to the local electric fieldÊ local are randomly distributed, the average of (d 0 ·Ê local ) 2 becomes |d 0 | 2 |Ê local | 2 /3. Then, the electric susceptibility described by equation (1) is obtained.
The expectation w relaxes to the instantaneous thermal equilibrium value. We describe how the relaxation process contributes to the electric susceptibility. The electric dipole moment due to the relaxation process is written as,
There are two main relaxation processes. One is quantum tunneling in which an atom passes through the potential barrier by the quantum effect. The other is hopping where an atom climbs over the barrier by gaining enough energy due to thermal fluctuation.
The tunneling relaxation time τ tun was deduced by Phillips (1972) as
where γ t(l) and c t(l) are the elastic dipole and sound velocity for the transverse (longitudinal) waves, respectively. ρ is the mass density. Typical values of physical variables of amorphous silicate material found in laboratory experiments are listed in table 1 (where c −5 l ≪ 2c −5 t ). Then, the complex susceptibility for the tunneling relaxation χ tun 0 is obtained as equation (2).
The hopping relaxation time τ hop is given by Arrhenius equation as,
where the values of τ 0 hop are defined by the physical characteristics of each amorphous material. The relaxation time scale of the hopping is sensitive to the height of the potential barrier V 0 , which must vary in value across a single dust grain. The probability density function g(V 0 ) for V 0 is introduced. Bösch (1978) proposed the Gaussian distribution function of g(V 0 ) as
Erf(x) ≡
x 0 dt e −t 2 .
By taking into account the distribution of V 0 , the complex susceptibilities for the hopping relaxation χ hop 0 is obtained as equation (3).
Appendix 2 Extension of the Clausius-Mossotti relation for an ellipsoidal particle
Consider a homogeneous ellipsoid located in a uniform electric field E i ext , whose direction is parallel to the ith semi-axis of the ellipsoidal particle. An electric polarization P i arising from E i ext aligns in the same direction. P i is given as (e.g., Bohren & Huffman 1983) ,
where L i is a geometrical factor defined by equation (A65), ε is the electric permittivity of the particle, and χ i 0 is the electric susceptibility along the ith semi-axis of the ellipsoid for the external field.
The local electric field E local , based on Lorentz's approach, is the sum of the external field and the electric field generated by the electric polarization (see Kittel 2004) ,
where E 1 is the depolarization field generated from a surface charge density, E 2 is the electric field produced by a surface electric charge density on a virtual spherical cavity, and E 3 is the electric field created by dipole moments inside the cavity. E 1 is related to the electric polarization according to
E 2 is expressed by the electric polarization as,
In amorphous material, it is expected that the position of each atom is completely random, and that the electric fields from dipole moments cancel each other out; therefore, E 3 = 0. Using equations (A56)-(A59), E local may be calculated:
In a spherical particle, the local field is equal to the external field because L i = 1/3 (see Kittel 2004) , whereas in an ellipsoidal particle, the local field differs from the external field. Since an electric field acting each atom is the local field, the electric polarization can be described as,
where α j is the polarizability of each atom j and N j is the concentration. From equations (A56), (A60) and (A61), we may obtain the following relation:
Equation (A62) is the Clausius-Mossotti relation, which is satisfied regardless of the shape of the particle. In other words, the electric permittivity is a physical parameter independent of the particle shape. This equation relates microscopic physical parameters to macroscopic physical parameters. From equation (A60), we can see that the local field equals the external field for a spherical particle. Therefore, j N j α j is equal to χ 0 which is the electric susceptibility of a spherical particle for the external electric field. From equation (A62) we get
We can derive the relation between χ i 0 and χ 0 from equations (A56) and (A63),
This equation shows that χ i 0 = χ 0 when L i = 1/3, as expected.
Appendix 3 General optical properties of ellipsoidal particle
The shape of an ellipsoidal particle is characterized by geometric factors (Bohren & Huffman 1983) :
∞ 0 dq (q + a 2 i ) (q + a 2 x )(q + a 2 y )(q + a 2 z )
,
where i = x, y and z. The volume of the ellipsoid is given by V = 4πa x a y a z /3. The geometrical factors satisfy the following inequality: L x ≤ L y ≤ L z . In addition, since these variables satisfy the identity of L x + L y + L z = 1, one of the three is not an independent variable. We treat L x and L y as independent variables. The continuous distributions of ellipsoids (CDE: Bohren & Huffman 1983) with a lower cut-off of L x at L min is adopted as the shape parameter distribution.
This distribution is referred to the externally restricted CDE (ERCDE: Zubko et al. 1996) . A sphere is reproduced by setting L x = L y = L z = 1/3.
The absorption cross sections of an ellipsoidal particle for radiation polarized along each axis are given by following equation:
where χ i 0 is the complex susceptibility responding to an external electric field parallel to each axis (equation (A64)).
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The electric susceptibilities averaged over the shape distribution described by the ERCDE are deduced by as,
where A ≡ 1 − 3L min , X ≡ 1 + (ε − 1)/3, Y ≡ 1 + L min (ε − 1), Z ≡ 1 + (1 − L min )(ε − 1)/2, W ≡ 1 + (1 − 2L min )(ε − 1), and ε is the electric permittivity of the amorphous dust. The shape-averaged absorption cross sections for the electric field in the direction of each axis, C abs ν,i , are derived by substituting equations (A67)-(A69) for equation (A66).
